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Study of Ayoloco Glaci er atlztaccíhuatl volcano (Mexico):

hazards related to volcanic activity - ice cover interactions
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Lucio Cárdenas González, Francisco Correa Mora, Marcos Luna Alonso,

Coyoacán, and Christian Hug gel, Zirich

i'ith 4 figures and 2 tables

Summary. Iztaccíhuatl (SZS0 masl) is an active volcano in cencral Mexico capped by several ice bodies.
\ü/e carried out a series of glaciological and volcanological studies in order to assess hazards associared
with eruptive products interacting with ice. Measurement of the areal extent of Ayoloco glacier for 1982
and 1998, allows retreating patterns to be recognised.The likely causes of this rerrear are global and regio-
nal warming, although volcanic forcing is not ruled out due to the presence of a diffuse-degassing field
nearby. A ground penetrating study allowed us to calculate the volumes of Ayoloco glacier ice in 1998.
Using these volumes we estimated possible volumes for lahars that might be generated during a future
eruptive activity.

Résumé. Le volcan lzraccihuatl (SZge msnm), volcan acrif du Mexique central, esr couverr de plusieurs
glaciers. Nous avons réalisé une série d'études glaciologiques et volcaniques, afin de pouvoir évaluer le
risque d'un probable interaction entre les produits éruptifs et la glace. Les mesures de surface du glacier
Ayoloco réalisées entre 1982 et 1998 montrent une réduction de I'extension glacée due probablement a un
réchauffement global et local sans pour autant écarter les forces volcaniques dues a la proximité d'une
dégasification diffuse. Des études profondes du terrain réalisées en 1998 ont permis de calculer le volume
du glacier Ayoloco. Prenant en considération ce volume, nous avons estimé le volume probable des lahars
qui pourraient se produire pendant une éventuelle éruption volcanique.

1 Introduction

Iztaccíhuatl volcano (Wb¡teWoman in the náhuatl language, also known as the SleepingWoman),

is the third highest mountain in the counrry 6ZgO masl), is located 45 km sourheast of Mexico

City (Fig. 1) and is one of the ice-capped volcanoes of Mexico, rogether with Citlaltépetl and

Popocatépetl (LontNZo 1964). Even though Iztaccihuatl has been considered for a long time to

be extinct volcano (Moostn 1953), recent reports on diffuse degassing and seismic events at the

volcano and its vicinity indicate that this is, in fact, an active, yet dormant volcano (Dnlcnoo

2oo1).
Volcanic activity-ice interaction is a very important issue that should be studied at any ice-

clad volcano. The consequences of this interaction might be catastrophic, as was shown during
the debris-flow event of November 1985 at Armero (Colombia)where a relativeiy moderate erup-
tive event of Nevado del Ruíz volcano made evident the need to study interaction at active volca-
noes (PrEnsoN et al. 1990,THouREr 1990).

Categorization of lztaccihuatl as an active volcano and the presence of glaciers at its summit
make it an important target for the study of related hazards. Most glaciers in the world are retreating
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Fig. 1. Location map. Iztaccíhuatl volcano and vicinity.

(HnlnrnlI et al. 2OO2), however the retreat at active volcanoes might not only be caused by cli-
matic forcing, but also by volcanic-related causes (Drlcnoo 199611997). Therefore, it is important
to study these tropical glaciers in order to discriminate the likely influence of increasing volcanic
activity from climatic effects. These studies should include mapping of specific glacierized areas
and periodic observations of them. Results should yield conclusions on the evaluation of asso-
ciated hazards. This work reports a study of Ayoloco glacier of lzaccihuatl volcano (Fig. 2). Gla-
ciological and volcanological observations are considered in order to produce a first attempt at
evaluating volcano-related hazards.

2 Previous studies

Important advances in the study of intertropical glaciers have been made though the matter
has not been fully researched (Knsrn E¿ Osrr¡nsroN 2001) in spite of evidences for retrear of
small intertropic al glaciers (Rartaínr z et al. 2OO1,, Du-cRoo 199 61 1997).

In Mexico, the efforts have been directed to the study of the impact of eruptive activity on
the glaciers of Popocatépetl volcano and the hazards inherent to the melting of glacier ice (DEl-

cADo 8¿ BnucrvrnN 1995, Pnlnctos et al. 1998, HucceL E¿ Dar-cnDo 2000, Julro MrnaNon &
DEr-c¡,oo 2003,Julro Mrn¡NnR et al. 2005).

Even though the first reference to the glaciers of lztaccíhuatl volcano was made in 1781,-
1789 (ArznrE 1831), their formal study and measurement were firstly tackled by LonrNzo
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(tgí+). For the first time, this author measured the size of the glaciers of Iztaccíhuatl volcano
by using aerial photographs which were re-stituted photogrammetrically. Twelve glaciers were
described and measured and Lorenzo reported a total glacierized area of 1,164,550 m2, out of
which Ayoloco glacier had an area of 247,500 -t. Th. equilibrium line was ar 4895 m. a.s.l.
(\Vrrrtu 1981). This study was continued in1984-1985 (Drlc¡,Do 8¿ AncrNrrc¡ 1985, D¡rcRoo
et al. 1985). This time, three glaciers were considered extinct, and the rest were described and
classified. Finall¡ Árvanpz & Dprcnoo (zoOz) applied ground penetrating radar (Cfn¡ tech-
niques to study the morphology of the ice at depth and investigate the buried volcanic land-
forms.

3 Glacier measurements

3.1 GPS survey

\We carried out a GPS survey of selected locations in order to obtain a precise positioning of
GPR start and endpoint surveys for accurate profile length calculation and elevation difference
corrections.

This GPS survey in fast-static mode was done with Trimble 4000 SSe receivers and geodetic
L1/L2 antennas recording at 5sec sampling frequency. A reference site at Cerro Altzomoni was
also established. The Altzomoni site was processed using ambiguity resolution and a solution
into ITRF97 (International Terrestrial Reference Frame), while glacier sites were processed using
a double difference method and referred to the Altzomoni permanent station UTM coordinates
(sloxs m,2114136 m,4029 m).

3.2 Glacierized a.reas

We determined the area of Ayoloco glacier by using a 1:20,000 scale orthophoto map with con-
tour lines every 20 mproduced by the Mexican Mapping Agency (Wf,Ct 1982).This orthophoto
allowed the extraction of a digital elevation model (DEM). On the DEM, the boundaries of the
glacier were digitized (Fig. 2), and its area was obtained. Using a series of photographs obtained
during fieldwork, the boundaries of the glacier in 1998 were also digitized in order ro esrimare
the glacierized areafor 1998 (with +30 m uncertainty). Ice temperatures were obtained by instal-
ling thermometers (suitable for maximum-minimum record) at various depths into ice holes
drilled with a hot-point driiler to a maximum depth of 6 metres.

3.3 GPR profiling

In order better to estimate ice body volumes, a ground penetrating radar (Cln¡ profile was car-
ried out following a transect with minor elevation differences (Fig. Z).

Profiling of glaciers has been one of the most successful applications of the GPR. This is due
to the low electromagnetic losses in ice, as well as to the signal contrast among low-density material
(-0.9 g/r t),compared with volcanic rocks (commonly 2.5-3.1, glr t). For this reason, GPR pro-
filing was chosen for the task of determining glacier thickness using an Ekko IV radar system.
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Fig. 2. DEM of Iztaccíhuatl volcano showing the extent of Ayoloco glacier in 1982 and 1998 (dashed

and solid line, respectively). The GPR profile location is indicated with a black line, and the dotted area
is the diffuse-degassing field.
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A radar profile, 415 m in length with orientation of 190' in azimuth, was carried out using
100 Mhz antennas in the reflection mode, with a separation of 2.5 m and a step size of 2.5 m;
signal-recording time was from 0 to 900 ns. No crevasses were intersected along the profile
line.

A common mid-point (Cl¡tp) survey was performed containing 12 stations, with a separation
of 0.5 m, to determine wave velocity propagation in the glacier's ice. Results yielded a value of
0.17 mfns,which is close to the reported value for ice of 0.16 m/ns (e.g., AncoNE er al. tgg8). The
antennas were in close contact with the ice cover. Fig. 3a shows the radargram obtained along
the profile. Saturation correction, first break point correction, and first break shift were applied.
The average trace has been subtracted from allthe records in order to enhance dipping layers. A
constant gain of 5.0 was applied and an interpolated section was consrructed. Data have been sup-
pressed at various intervals, since the radar response contained spurious signals at those loca-
tions, and replaced with interpolated values, yielding a more continuous radargram.

Fig. 3b shows the GPR interpretation. The profile may be described in general as a layered
medium with thin surface layering (0.¡-0.¡ m), and rhicker layering (t.S-z.O m) undernearh,
which is perturbed by fauiting. A earlier interpretation (ÁrvnREz 8¿ Dr,r-c¡oo 2OO2), placed
emphasis on the identification of the thinner layering in the glacier. Herein (Figs. 3a and 3b) the
major trends of interphases and faulting are highlighted, confirming the hypothesis that the GPR
line cut across one of the several volcanic craters at the summit. The dominant faulting pattern
inside the crater dips from south to north at the bedrock (Eig. lb, lower right). Besides fissures
and crevasses, faults also exist in the glacier ice and start near to the surface, cut rhe layers, and
die out at depths of 30 to 50 m. Some of them are listric faults. This region behaves as brittle ice
and the deepest crevasses have deep roots. At the southern tip of the profile, beneath the bottom
of the glacier, a series of layered stnrctures are also observed, these are probablylayers of volcanic
material.

The lower part (below 50 m deep) is thought to be related to the presence of ductile ice since
fractures are absent. A transitional region from the brittle to the ductile ice is inferred under loca-
tions 60 to 230 m and at 50m depth. Projection of the glacier-bedrock interface, marked as C,
suggests a depth of approximately 85 m at location 150 m when the ice propagarion is taken as
0.17 mfns.Interphase I is interpreted as tephra cemented by ice, altered rock or a combination of
both. This interpretation is based on observations made at the northern and southern ends of the
profiles where tephra and altered rocks were seen.

Since the survey line was bounded by rock outcrops at both ends, the crater's length musr
be close to the size of the line (i.e., - 500 m). This geometry allows for a preliminary estimate of
the volume of the ice body of the Ayoloco glacier.

4 ,4yoloco glacier

La Panza is the source zone of Ayoloco glacier (at - 5100 masl) and two other glaciers: Centro
Oriental (Central-eastern); and Sur Oriental (South-eastern). The western edge of La Panza is the
beginning of a steep slope where Ayoloco glacier discharges towards the Milpulco valley ending at
an altitude of 4890 masl (Fig. 2). Ar the place where the steep slope begins, a crevasse field is pre-
sent. At this field séracs are sometimes produced, being another way for the glacier to lose mass.
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Fig. 3. GPR profile for upperAyoloco glacier. (A) radargram. (B) interpretation.

La Panza is a flat plateau where snow accumulation takes place due to its morphology
(pig. +). Most of the snow melts extensively during the dry season (January-May) due to in-

tense radiation at this altitude. Part of the snow on the surface sublimates, resulting in ice coni-

cal shapes Qtenitents) and water ponds at their base. The resulting water progressively refreezes

during the night and is, thus, converted into glacier ice. Such glacier ice has no internal struc-

ture, and is rather a glass-type glacier ice. The average temperature of the glacier ice is - -1.5"C

(ranging from -2.0"C to 0.5"C) and therefore, the existence of englacial water bodies (described

as water pockets by Árvan Ez A. Drlcnoo 2OO2) is likely inside the uppermost part of the gla-

cier. This is implied by the GPR profile. The average density of glacier ice was measured at
- 910 kg/^'.
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Fig. 4. LaPanza is an almost flat region where three glaciers meer. The diffuse-degassing field is indicated.
View from the south.

An area of ZS1OOO -t *", obtained preliminarily for 1982 by combining the use of topo-

graphic maps and ASTER imagery (Árvnnrz 6¿ Dnlc¡no 2oo2). Ve reported in this study an

areaof 218340 rnt fo, 1982by using an orrhophoto as described above. Also, anaÍeaof 140890 m2

is reported for 1998 ( < 1oo/o error for both). In this case, the use of the DEM allowed us to esrimate

the areas of the upper and lower Ayoloco glacier. The area of the upper Ayoloco glacier is esti-

mated in 84930 m2 while the area of the lower part is 55960 m2.

The maximum thickness could not be detected with our GPR profiling, but is more than

70 m. However, the thickness obtained in the profile indicates the maximum thickness for the

upper Ayoloco glacier whose average is - 40 m. In the case of the lower Ayoloco glacier the aver-

age thickness is estimated at -20 m according ro direct observations.With these figures, the total

volume of the glacier ice at Ayoloco glacier in 1998 was N 4516400 m3.

Ayoloco glacier has been strongly retreating during the past few decades. In 24 years
(tgS$-tggZ) the glacier lost 12o/o fromthe 1958 total area (Table 1), whereas from 1982 to 1998 it lost

430lo.It is worch noticing that retreat is located mainly at the northern and western sides of Ayoloco

glacier because these are the parts that are more exposed to heat from the diffuse degassing area

and sunlight.
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5 Volcanic activity

Iztaccíhuatl is an old volcano (NrxoN 1989).The construction of the cone srarted about 0.9 Ma.
During the first construction stage (between 0.9-0.6 Ma) Llano Grande and Los Pies volcanoes
were formed and at the end of this stage, the latter collapsed towards the southeast (SrEnr et al.
1995).The remains of this collapse may be seen at the town of Atlixco. After 0.6 Ma, during the
second constructive stage, the current Iztaccíhuatl volcano was formed in between the two pre-
vious structures. Afterwards, two lava domes were formed (El Solitario and Los Yautemes). At
about 0.27 Ma,lavas and scoria were emitted from the south (atLaloya), whilst dacitic lavas were
extruded at El Téyotl SOOOO years ago (NrxoN 1989). 5OO0 years ago, more lava domes were ex-
truded sourh of Los Pies volcano (Srrsn et al. 1995).

Thble 1. Areal retreat of Ayoloco glacier from 1958 to 1998.

Year No. of yearsArea
(m2)

Areal
difference

(m2)

Average % from a/o retreat
retreat rate total
(m2/year)

1 958

1,982

1998

247.500

218.340

140.890

1 A
L 1

1 6

-29.160

-77.450

-1.215 88 12

-4.841, 57 43

Izraccíhuatl volcano has been showing signs of activity whilst dormant. The evidences of

its activity are: the occurrence of earthquakes and degassing. Volcano tectonic earthquakes have

been observed during the last few years at the edifice surroundings by the National Seismological

Service at the University of Mexico (UNAM). However, precise location laterally and at depth is

difficult due to a lack of a seismic network dedicated to monitor this volcano. The nearby seismic

network devoted to Popocatépetl volcano, operated by the National Center for Disaster Preven-

tion and UNAM (Pncuaco, pers. comm), also records some data relevant to the study area.

Nevertheless, the most evident sign of volcanic activity atlztaccihuatl is degassing. Degassing at

Iztaccíhuatl volcano has been recognized for long time by mountaineers because of the presence

of a strong 
'rotten-eggs' 

odour at the northern part of La Panza. But it was not until recently

when the source of degassing was discovered. This is a relatively wide area where diffuse degas-

sing occurs (Fig. 4), but no fumarolic vent exists.

Centro Oriental glacier once covered this same area; however the glacier has almost disap-

peared due to the heat flow at the degassing area. The ground temperatures are between 0-10'C

(measured with a thermocouple) and any snow cover only lasts very short time.
\We located a volatiie trap (or alkaline trap) station at this diffuse-degassing field for volcanic

gas sampling and collected wind-dispersed volcanic vapours (NocucHr & KnuryA 1963). This

method has been successfully applied at several volcanoes (e.g. wlr-r-rAMs et aI.1990,It¡,r-t¡No et

aL.1991, GoEp et al. 1998), especially when direct volcanic-gas-sampling is not feasible. The alka-

line trap sampled volcanic vapours for a month and the bulk concentrations of several anions and

cations in the sample were measured. The trap consisted of a plastic beaker (ZO cm high, 15 cm
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wide) containing 4N KOH, put beneath an inverted and ventilated bucket. Ventilation of the

bucket allows the gases to conracr the caustic solution.

The results of chemical analyses for samples of April-May, 1999 indicate the presence of
magmatic components. The presence of NA*, K*, Ca*, Mg* and SiO2 (with concenrrations

between 0.5 to a.2 ppm) is ambiguous, and might be related to orher processes. However, the pre-
sence of F-, in spite of its low concentration (.0.S ppm), suggesrs a magmatic source for the
vapours. Furthermore, the presence of sulfur (analyzed as SOa= ) was presenr ar more than 20 ppm.
There are several spots on the mountain where the intense odour is felt suggesting their existence.
Another pointer to their likely existence is that some volatile species, such as sulfur dioxide, can
be detected remotely.

Diffuse degassing can be so intense that SO2 emissions may be measured by correlation spec-
trometry. Determination of SO2 emission rates at Iztaccíhuatl volcano has been made using a
Barringer correlation spectrometer (COSPEC) model V. The methodologies used for these deter-
minations are described by Srolntn et al. (1983), Vrruaus-JoNrs & Srrx (in press), or Srrx et
al. (in press). All measurements made at Iztaccíhuatl volcano were airborne, using fixed-wing
twin-engine planes, making three traverses beneath and perpendicular to the gas plume.Volcanic

plume direction and velocity were assumed to be the same as rhe wind determined using air navi-
gational GPS. Distances from the summit of the volcano to the closest point of the rraverse were
about 10 km.

Even though the emissions may not be compared with those of its southern neighbour, Popo-
catépetl volcano, the emissions are in the high range for dormant volcanoes (Delcloo et al.
2OO1). The results are 130 tons/day in average for a period between 1996 and 2000. Considering
the lack of a fumarolic vent for the volcano, these emission rates are high but little is known on
emissions from diffusively degassing volcanoes due to a lack of measuremenrs.

The volcano, in summary shows signs of activity and, though dormant, these indications

should be taken into account for the evaluation of hazards related with its likely eruptive activity.

6 Potentialfutwre volcano and glacier interactions

In the previous sections we have described the size of Ayoloco glacier. Also, we have shown evi-
dence of the activity of Iztaccíhuatl volcano that indicate that this is a dormanr, yer nor an extincr,
volcano. Furthermore, the GPR profile suggests that Ayoloco glacier is nested within a volcanic

crater.

The glacier retreat atlzraccihuatl volcano could be the response to global change and the in-
fluence of nearby largely polluted areas such as Mexico City and Puebla. Flowever, the four-fold

increase in the retreat rate within rhe last decades lgSg-DgZ in comparison to 1982-1998) might
also be the combined effect of the previous factors, plus a manifestation of slight increase in the
signs of volcanic activity.

This evidence, together with the fact that diffuse-degassing occurs within the boundaries of
the recognized crater; suggest that future eruptive activity might produce ice melting. If such sce-
nario occurs, then the generation of laharic events is one of the possibilities.

The magnitude of a possible future eruption can not be forecasted at presenr nor its location,

size or date. But, if were the active vent were to be La Panza crarer, then melting of Ayoloco glacier
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ice is a reai possibility. \We have calculated the equivalent water for the volume of ice present at

Ayoloco glacier in 1998 and have used the proportions of water/clasts (40-650/o) existing in the lit-

erature to calculate the volume of lahars (debris flows and hyper-concentrated flows) that can be

generated if the Ayoloco glacier was melted in 5, 25, 50, or 1000/o by the presumed eruptive

activity (PrEnsoN 6¿ Scorr 1985, PtrnsoN 1986, Jur-ro MrnnNon & Dncnoo 2003), assuming

that all melted water participates in the lahar (Table 2). Noticeabl¡ 50-1000/o glacier melting has

not been witnessed on active volcanoes so far and rarely all melted water from glaciers partici-

pates in a lahar, but we show the related to figures for comparison. The magnitude of the 
'worsr-

case-scenario lahars' (almost impossible to occur) resulting from melting of 50-10070 Ayoloco gla-

cier ice (not taking into account other glaciers on this volcano), in terms of volume would compare

at maximum to the laharic events that occurred in 1980 during the eruption of Mt. St. Helens.

Table 2. Volumes of documented laharic events compared to hypothetical laharic volumes generated by
glacier-volcanic activity interaction at Ayoloco glacier at indicated ice-melt percentages. DF: debris flow,
HF: hyperconcenrrared f low. Data from 1)GoNzÁr-rz Hu¡scn (zooo),2)PrrnsoN et al.  ( tggo),3)PrrnsoN
(tgso), Curuu¡Ns (tgst),4) Gnr-r-rNo 8¿ Pr¡nsoN ltlas), and 5) this study.

Volcano/Country Lahar Volume (m3)

Popocatépet l ,  MX ( t )

Nevado del Ruí2, CO (2)

Mt.  St .  Helens,  USA (3)

Mt.  Hood, USA (4)

Iztaccíhuat l ,  MX (5)

Iztaccíhuat l ,  MX (5)

Iztaccíhuat l ,  UX (S)

Iztaccíhuat l ,  MX (5)

Iztaccíhuat l ,  MX (5)

Iztaccíhuat l ,  MX (5)

Iztaccíhuat l ,  MX (5)

Iztaccíhuatl, lt ' tX (S)

San Nicolás Lahar

Río Azufrado

S. Fork Tout le R. '80

Mt.  Hood 1980

Ayoloco 1000/o DF

Ayoloco 100% HF

Ayoloco 50% DF

Ayoloco 5070 HF

Ayoloco 250/oDF

Ayoloco 25a/oHF

Ayoloco 590 DF

Ayoloco 5olo HF

70.000.000

55.000.000

13.000.000

76.000

10.161.900

6.253.477

5.080.950

3.126.738

2.540.475

1.563.369

508.095

312.674

The probability of the 5-25010 scenarios, however, is higher and could also be produced by

strong non-volcanic melting, or sudden release of subglacialwater. An issue not specifically analyzed

in this study relates to the stability of Ayoloco glacier. Increasing heat flux at the base of the glacier

by volcanic activiry andfor increasing temperatures due to atmospheric warming may make this

steeply inclined glacier (¡S-ZO") prone to failure which could result in major ice/rock avalanches.
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7 Conclwsions

Iztaccihuatl volcano is a dormant volcano showing signs of activity. The disastrous consequence

of the interaction between potential eruptive activity and the presence of giaciers is an irnportant

motivation to carry out research in the volcano-glacier environment.

Iztaccíhuatl volcano has several glaciers on its upper region, Ayoloco glacier among them.

This glacier is nested in an old crater that shows diffuse degassing. Thus, we arremprcd ahazard

evaluation of likely laharic flows produced by melting of glacier ice during hypothetical eruptive

activity.

This 140890 m2 glacier has an average thickness of - 40 m at the upper part and - 20 m

in the lower part. The separation of the two sections of the glacier, assisted by a DEM, allowed

the calculation of the total volume of ice (-4516400 -').Considering its equivalent water and

scenarios of 5-250/o of melting during a potential eruptive event,we obtained laharic volumes up to
- 254O0OO ..,3, that are far smaller from those occurred during the eruption of Mt. St. Helens in

1980 (- 13000000 -'). Caution is required for this kind of computed ice volumes due ro errors

that are difficult to evaluate during the calculation process (i.e. errors in orthophoto map con-

struction).
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